Lifetime Health
Grades 9-12

LINE ITEM 0071 - Student Text - $56.95
Student Text includes textbook and online student edition with CD-ROM

Lifetime Health Student Edition - ISBN H646146

The **Student Edition** features an easy-to-navigate, student-friendly design that engages students while building ten essential life skills, such as Making GREAT Decisions, Using Refusal Skills, and Practicing Wellness. The **Student Edition** also includes a **Health Handbook** featuring 36 **Express Lessons**—short, flexible, highly visual lessons that review key health fundamentals, including Body System Structure and Function, First Aid and Safety, Hygiene and Self-care, and Public and Environmental Health.


**Lifetime Health Online Edition** engages students in ways never before possible with traditional textbooks, providing interactivity and feedback, activities, Web sites, and a host of other features. And since it’s all online, it’s available anytime, anywhere.

- Complete **Student Edition** online
- Interactive activities
- Immediate feedback
- Classroom management tools

The **Student Edition, CD-ROM Version** is ideal for students who have limited access to the Internet, but who need to lighten the load of textbooks they carry home. The entire **Student Edition** is on one easy-to-navigate CD-ROM, page-for-page.
Address the risks and responsibilities of sexual behaviors with this module, integrating Life Skills, writing, ad real-world quotes and features to deal with this sensitive topic.

The Teacher Edition features a full lesson cycle that helps you adapt this program to suit your schedule and the different needs and levels of your students.

One-Stop Planner CD-ROM with Test Generator is a time-saving all-in-one planning tool that contains everything you need on a single disc including printable resources and worksheets, customizable lesson plans, and Powerful ExamView Test Generator.
Lifetime Health Continued

LINE ITEM 0074 - Family Life and Human Sexuality Education

Address the risks and responsibilities of sexual behaviors with this module, integrating Life Skills, writing, and real-world quotes and features to deal with this sensitive topic.

LINE ITEM 0075 - Teacher Resource Materials - $24.90
Teacher Resource Materials include Chapter Resources and Teaching Transparencies

Chapter Resources - ISBN H646170
A Chapter Resource File accompanies each chapter of the program. Here you’ll find everything you need to plan and manage your lessons in a convenient, time-saving format all organized into each chapter book. Also included is an introduction booklet, your guide to the resources found in each Chapter Resource File.

Teaching Transparencies - ISBN H652065
More than 70 full-color Teaching Transparencies use graphics directly from the text to enhance classroom presentations.
Lifetime Health Continued

LINE ITEM 0076 - Family Life and Human Sexuality Education
Includes Guided Readings Audio CD and Teaching Resource Book

Address the risks and responsibilities of sexual behaviors with this module, integrating Life Skills, writing, and real-world quotes and features to deal with this sensitive topic.


Guided Reading Audio CD Program presents a direct read of the textbook on audio CD to make content more accessible, especially for auditory learners and reluctant readers.

LINE ITEM 0078 - Brain Food Video Quizzes on DVD - $9.99 - ISBN H379881

Game-show style quizzes that assess students’ progress and motivate them to study.
Engage students in critical thinking as they solve a fictitious mystery involving health concepts and human biology.

Engage students in critical thinking as they solve a fictitious mystery involving health concepts and human biology.

Engage students in critical thinking as they solve a fictitious mystery involving health concepts and human biology.
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LINE ITEM 0082 - Media Technology Materials
Family Life and Human Sexuality Education

Includes six videos, Video Resources Viewing Guide, and Worksheets with Answer Key.

Six Videos: Respecting Others, Building Self Esteem, Abstinence, Alcohol, Tobacco, and Illegal Drugs

LINE ITEM 0083 - Life Skills Workbook - $1.99 - ISBN H681170

Contains up to four worksheets per chapter, one worksheet for each Express Lesson, and a Life Skills Quick Review focusing on the key Life Skills from that lesson.

LINE ITEM 0084 - Study Guide - $1.99 - ISBN H651913

Contains Concept Reviews and Standardized Test Practice worksheets to reinforce the skills and concepts presented in the Student Edition.
Lifetime Health Continued


The *Emergency Wheel* makes it easy to learn and reinforce appropriate first aid and emergency responses to different situations.

LINE ITEM 0086 - Health Poster - $2.99 - ISBN H379873

*Health Posters* visually reinforce key health concepts.